International SAAB-Club Meeting 2017 in Dinslaken / Germany

Invitation to the PRE-TOUR from North-East direction
Dear SAAB friends,
in the name of the entire organization team I am glad to send this invitation to the PRE-TOUR from
the North-East direction to you!
Meanwhile the plans have advanced so we are able to send this invitation. Registrations are possible
until one week before the tour starts - but the cancellation options for our hotels are limited, so it
does make sense to register as soon as possible. Please keep in mind that the date for the IntSaab
2017 falls into the main holiday season in Germany! For organizational reasons we do have to limit
the number of participants, so “first come, first serve” principle is used according to date/time of
receipt.
Our main wish for this PRE-TOUR is to have a relaxed touristic interesting tour to drive, which offers
you also plenty of time for common activities and talks. Our motto is "the route is the goal". We will
start on Wednesday morning South of Lübeck (participants arriving via Rostock will start on Tuesday)
and we will arrive on Friday afternoon in Dinslaken. For more information, see attached program.
This tour is based on a route proposal. These routes can be driven together, in groups or individually.
Every day stage includes at least one common goal, e.g. for a sightseeing and a rest. Every participant
receives in the morning the navigation points where we do meet, eat or visit something. At the end
of each day there is a hotel for the overnight stays available. Campers can be supported by us to
search for an accommodation in the area of the day's destinations.
The enclosed program merely represents the current planning stage. Changes are possible depending
on the status of our planning progress.
The tour starts in Rostock (on Tuesday) or in Krummesse South of Lübeck (on Wednesday) but an
entry into the tour is possible at any time by prior registration.
On the basis of the appended application, we will book the hotels by name, cost and responsibility of
the respective participant. In case of short-term cancellations the applicant is entirely responsible for
any costs by himself. The fee for each participant over 12 years is 20€. This has to be transferred to
the following bank account (an application is only valid if the fee has been received in time):
IBAN: DE69 2406 0300 0871 1496 00
BIC: GENODEF1NBU
Account holder: Ulli Krieg
Remark: “PRE-TOUR IntSaab 2017" + participant name.
We are looking forward to a great joint tour and your registration
With best regards, the organization team
Uta ............. Ulli ......... .. Robert ............ .. Thomas ......
PS: Feedback and suggestions are always welcome!

